
Sara: Last workshop tonight! We Can now make a zine, after editing the handouts. If anyone wants to 
add things to our zine / pages on specific things send to JR / Sara. 
No Renov. Last week. 
Adam: will there be any other workshops?
JR: winterizing! Revolotion winterizing workshop tomorrow: 7p.m. 
Josh: MESS was thinking of doing winterizing workshops, one being winterizing of bikes. They will 
promote. 

Publicity: Listerve emails sent out. SUS wants us to pay them $15 to put our message on their list. 

Daily: wants to write up women and trans. 
Sara: worried that the daily comes and no-one will be here. 
Kerri: we need a poster for trans night. 

Mike: Was queer mcgill informed?
Emma: should we take on publicity for this? 

Projects: Friday is critical mass, come dress up and promote! 

Budget: 25-500$ !

Adam: set up stand on the move at different places around campus / city. Nothing like meeting people 
who actually fix your bike.
Kerri: we have a panier on the move which we haven't done inventory for yet / make a contract. Can 
use this for that. 
Mike: scared of lending our tools to other peeps.
Kerri: cash deposit, if you break/lose a tool you pay/ buy us a new one. 
Sara: within collective is ok.
Mike: can do 1 day a week on campus, while sacrificing one shift at collective. 

Order: tools are here! SSMU didn't tell us we have packages! 
Kerri: we have a mailbox on the 4th floor! Slips for packages go there! 

Tools are here, but parts haven't arrived – with the special order @ RTM. We don't have housing and 
chains. 
Mike: can RTM spot us parts? Can stretch to the end of the week, but not more. 
Kerri: how much do we want to borrow? - need to call, Ed, Dave, or Robin. The number is online. 
Sara: call after meeting, send a message to Erica. 

We are going to put in a new order, if anyone wants anything – put it up on the blackboard. 

Josh / Riley: Josh doesn't get an email. Joshua.nobleman@mail.mcgill.ca
Can't get hold of riley, wants autonomy. Hasn't seen Riley etc. Is going to get on top of it this weekend. 
Anything I should know more?
Sara: how are the levels of volunteer. 
Mike/Kerri: monday?
Kerri: Monday – no mechanic, 3 people didn't show up. Not enough mechanics to fill all shifts.Monday 
full initially, then slowed down. Mike can come in on Mondays but only for an hour. Maybe we should 
not start moving thing yet. 
Sara: RTM cuts down their number of shifts during the winter. Do we want to do this?
Emma: doesn't matter how much publicity we do, there will be fewer and fewer people.



Josh: if we cut shifts, we should shorten our hours.
JR: we have lots of things to do in spring
Mike: cut tuesdays / do things in the shop.
Adam: Build a Bike.
Sara: how sooon? 1. its winter, no one is in the shop, its depressing. 
Mike: see how many people come in, make a decision next wednesday. 
Emma: write down comments in the volunteer book. 
Farid: will bring a pad on thursday.
Kerri: replace shop hours with workshops. Earlier. 
JR: 6 o clock.
Kerri: we need workshop bikes that we can use for demos. 
Sara: Next workshops should be very public. On next callout we offer workshops / offer a space for 
projects etc.

Mike: RAAAGS. RAAGS. RAAGS. We need them. Noticed that part supply is dwindling really fast, 
even in winter. Proposing a consignment program to get more parts. You put a part in the shop, and say 
how much you want to sell it for. We sell it for that much, plus an amount for us. 
Julie: police auctions? 
Sara: Consignment – this would be the perfect opportunity to sell stolen parts. 
Mike: restrict to mcgill community. We have enough sense to recognize something that is sketchy. Risk 
we run by having an operation like this. 
On next callout 
Police auction?
Kerri: Tim wanted to put this on the agenda. Give him the go-ahead. VOTE: YES. 
Josh: mandate student ID's?
Emma: do students not steal bikes? What if someone brings in really nice parts? Just say no?
Julie: go to police auction first, then see how we go.
Make a poster that says something.
SSMU gets lots of calls for us, maybe we should tell them what we want. Give it to the office up there. 

Street Dog! A day of activities and bike related things. 
Jule: liability concerns, can the flat put their name on it? Even if we get people to sign disclaimers etc. 
Were going to askk for a startup budget. Outreach day, but not sure anymore. 
Mike: can't give our budget if we don''t put our name on it. But its a really good way to get connected 
with revolution. Doesn't think we can put our seal on it yet. Good thing to keep our eyes open, but we 
can wait until next spring or something before getting the flat involved. Lots of people from the flat 
will probably attend / organized by peeps @ the flat. 
JR: we could get the flat involved in the after-party. 
Adam: how do we differentiate the event and the after-event? 
Emma: worst case scenario?
Everyone: DEATH.
JR: should stay clandestine. Do we even need funding? 
Julie: money for flyering. Midnight kitchen.

Julie: women and trans on sunday. 

Kerri: youthgroup tomorrow? Coordintor said there was no interest because of the snow. More likely to 
be in the spring. Coordinator wants to be on the listserv.



Adam: Office supplies! 
Josh: can sell us a printer. 
Julie: color coded. 
Danny: spraypaint
JR: volunteer tags.

Tim: looked into getting storage space e.g. space in sub-basement, or bike-rack parking lock for over-
winter. 

Emma: we need a logo. Everyone needs to submit a logo, 

JULIE is facilitating! 


